
Restraine�
There’s just something impossibly sexy about being completely at the whim of your dominant
lover. A certain animalistic pleasure that comes with being tied up and used to your heart’s
content. Dip your toes into the big world of bondage with Restrained.

My newest hypnovideo will get you riled up whenever you think about handcuffs or ropes,
salivating at the very idea of your lover having complete sexual control over you, and begging to
have your hands and feet tied to your bed posts.

Get the rope out of the closet because it’s time for you to start embracing your perfect kinky life.

✧ Craving the comfortable feeling of being tied up.
✧ Needing to be restrained while being fucked in order to come.
✧ Knowing that tying me up will arouse my sexy and dominant lover.
✧ Imagining my hunky partner coming all over my sexy bondaged body.
✧ Fantasizing about being fucked while having my arms and legs cuffed to the bed posts.
✧ Fantasizing about being completely unable to move while my hunky lover uses my body

for their sexual gratification.
✧ Remembering to obey my dominant lover in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Needing my hands and feet tied together in order to become sexually aroused and

horny.
✧ Becoming excited and sexually aroused and horny whenever my dominant lover

restrains me.
✧ Feeling comfortable and happy and relaxed whenever I am being tied up.
✧ Fantasizing about my hunky lover taking the time to rope and tie my body beautifully

before fucking me.
✧ Getting sexually aroused whenever I imagine myself completely at the whim of my

dominant partner.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am loved and adored and wanted whenever I am being bound.
✧ Needing my limbs restrained in order to reach orgasm.
✧ Feeling proud and accomplished and satisfied whenever my lover ties me up.
✧ Fantasizing about waiting in sexual arousal and anticipation while my sexy lover finishes

binding me.
✧ Needing to be bound in order to feel happy and relaxed.
✧ Knowing that my lover will take care of me and love me whenever I am restrained.
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✧ Being a good submissive in order for my dominant lover to tie me up before sex.
✧ Craving the loving feeling of being restrained.
✧ Always buying new ropes and straps and cuffs whenever I see them at my favorite sex

shop.
✧ Feeling sexy and horny and excited whenever I am tied up.
✧ Knowing that if I am not restrained during sex I will have a hard time coming.
✧ Imagining being tied up and fucked until I come for my dominant lover.
✧ Knowing that my sexy and dominant partner will only fuck me if I am tied up.
✧ Needing to be completely under the control of my dominant partner in order to live my

ideal life.
✧ Knowing that if I am not restrained during sex my lover will not reach orgasmic bliss.
✧ Getting sexually aroused each and every time my hunky lover holds my wrists in place.
✧ Knowing that I am about to be pleasured whenever I am restrained.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am going to have an orgasm whenever I am tied up.
✧ Fantasizing about being unable to move and getting fucked multiple times.
✧ Feeling sexualy aroused and horny and excited whenever I imagine myself being tied up

and used.
✧ Getting bored and tired and distracted whenever I am not restrained during sex.
✧ Feeling irritated and moody and anxious whenever I am not tied up during sex.
✧ Letting go of all of my worries and anxieties and stresses whenever I am tied up in my

comfortable ropes.
✧ Letting my dominant partner make all the decisions in bed whenever I am being held

down by my favorite restraints.
✧ Feeling loved and relaxed and happy whenever my dominant and sexy and hunky lover

holds me down to fuck me.
✧ Wearing clothing with a lot of straps in order to advertise myself as the submissive and

kinky slut I know I am.
✧ Knowing that I look sexy and attractive and fuckable whenever I wear clothing with a lot

of straps.
✧ Turning on my hunky lover whenever I wear kinky and strappy clothing.
✧ Fantasizing about being held down, spanked, and used by my sexy lover.
✧ Imagining myself being completely unable to move while my dominant lover has their

way with me.
✧ Needing to wear sexy and tight and strappy outfits in order to arouse my partner.
✧ Feeling comfortable and at peace and calm whenever I am bound.
✧ Knowing that I can make my lover come easily whenever I am being restrained.
✧ Intuitively knowing that sex without restraints is boring and stressful and annoying.
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✧ Being an obedient slut for my dominant partner in order to live my perfect life.
✧ Feeling proud and accomplished and satisfied whenever I make my lover come while

being tied up.
✧ Knowing that I look my sexiest when I am naked and tied up.
✧ Knowing that I am making my dominant partner happy whenever I am being restrained.
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